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Application of the Domain-Integrated Field Relations
Method to the Solution of Large Scale Static and

Stationary Magnetic Field Problems
Ioan E. Lager and Gerrit Mur

Abstract—A new efficient implementation of the domain-inte-
grated field relations approach to computing static and stationary
magnetic fields is presented. The philosophy behind this im-
plementation is to combine the robustness of this method with
a computationally efficient discretization technique that uses
first-order Cartesian expansion functions on a simplicial mesh.
The accuracy of the implementation is illustrated by solving a
two-dimensional field problem. The ability of the method to accu-
rately model the behavior of the field at interfaces between highly
contrasting media and at geometrical singularities is emphasized.
A detailed efficiency analysis of the present implementation is
performed.

Index Terms—Magnetic fields, numerical analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DOMAIN-integrated field relations approach to
computing static and stationary magnetic fields (see

[1] and references therein) has been extensively proven to
represent a robust and accurate method for modeling the field
in highly inhomogeneous anisotropic configurations. No erratic
solutions have been noticed in any of the numerous numerical
experiments carried out thus far in relation to this computa-
tional method. The method requires the expansion oftwo field
quantities (i.e., the magnetic field strength as well as the
magnetic flux density ) and employs an expansion technique
based on the use of consistently linear edge and face expansion
functions [2]. However, these expansion functions are known
to be computationally (very) inefficient. Consequently, the
feasibility of large scale applications of the method, needed for
solving field problems in configurations of practical interest,
is questionable. For tackling practical applications, adrastic
improvement of the efficiency of the method is stringently
required.

It is first noted that the expansion ofone singlefield quan-
tity can easily be ruled out (since it conflicts with the difference
in the physical character of and , reflected in, for instance,
the different behavior of these quantities at material interfaces).
The only option for increasing the efficiency of the method is
then identifying an alternative to the use of edge and face ex-
pansion functions. In this respect, the use of the computation-
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ally efficient Cartesian expansion offers the appropriate answer.
Additionally, the use of this expansion technique also provides
a remedy to the “roughness” of the modeling of field quanti-
ties by means of edge and face expansion functions, that clearly
conflicts with these quantities beingcontinuously differentiable
functions of the spatial coordinates inside interface-free subdo-
mains.

II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Let be a bounded domain of computation with a
piecewise smooth outer boundary . The magnetic field inside

is excited by means of a piecewise continuous volume den-
sity of electric current (with bounded support). Inside, the
positive definite tensorial permeability of rank two
(with H/m) varies piecewise continuously with
position. It is assumed that the media behave linearly. On the
boundary , explicit boundary conditions are prescribed such
that the thus defined field problem has a unique solution.

The domain of computation is decomposed into mutually dis-
joint open simplicial cells (tetrahedra in and triangles in )

. (Parts of) material interfaces and of the
outer boundary may only coincide with the boundaries
of the simplicial cells . The outward normal to is de-
noted as . The field quantities and are ex-
panded separately in terms of first-order vector expansion func-
tions. For being able to appropriately account for the continuity
conditions inside interface-free subdomains and at material in-
terfaces, a special type of expansion is employed. This expan-
sion technique is hereafter discussed in detail.

A. Expansion Technique

The first (extreme) case in our analysis is that ofstrongly
inhomogeneous configurations.In this situation there does not
seem to exist an alternative to the expansion technique described
in [1] (the one based on the use of consistently linear edge
and face expansion functions). Nevertheless, most configura-
tions that occur in practical applications consist of a relatively
reduced collection of subdomains with constitutive material pa-
rameters that vary continuously in space (hereafter referred to as
interface-free subdomains). It then follows that, for (practically
all) technical configurations, this case can be ignored.

The diametrically opposed (extreme) situation is that ofinter-
face-free subdomains, which occupy, in fact, the most extended
part of the vast majority of technical configurations. Inside such
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subdomains the field quantities are continuously differentiable
functions. It then follows that in this case, employing standard
Cartesian expansion functions, which ensure the continuity of
expanded quantities across common faces of adjacent simplicial
cells, is possible. Apart from resulting in a significant reduction
of the number of the degrees of freedom (DOFs) to be computed,
this expansion technique allows a smooth representation of the
field quantities, which should be the case inside interface-free
subdomains.

At (locally) flat material interfaces, the standard interface
boundary conditions that apply to static and stationary mag-
netic fields require the employed expansion to ensure the conti-
nuity (in machine accuracy) of thetangentialcomponents of
and of thenormalcomponent of , while leaving the comple-
mentary component(s) free to jump. For accommodating these
conditions, an expansion technique that is reminiscent of the
method employed for deriving the generalized Cartesian expan-
sion functions [3] is used. Practically, given is a node lo-
cated at a (locally) flat interface, its simplicial star is split
into two parts and , located on one side and the other of
the interface. Subsequently, DOFs associated withare allo-
cated to thecontinuouscomponents of the field quantities, while
doubletsof DOFs, associated with and , respectively, are
allocated to thediscontinuousones. This field representation ac-
counts forall continuity requirementsinside and introduces
the minimum roughness that is needed for coping with the field
behavior at the interface. This choice for field expansion results
in a reduction of the number of DOFs to be computed as well.
Finally, unlike in the case of generalized Cartesian expansion
functions, the expansion technique described above makes no
reference toexplicit valuesof the contrast in the material pa-
rameters on the two sides of the interface. In this manner, the
implementation of the expansion technique in a computer code
is largely simplified, especially in the case when the interfaced
media are anisotropic or nonlinear.

The last and most difficult case is that ofgeometrical singu-
larities. Let be a node located at a geometrical singularity
and let be its simplicial star. For ensuring the consistency
of our expansion technique, a Cartesian expansion should be
employed in this case as well. To this end, for endowing our ex-
pansion technique with the freedom required for coping with the
singular behavior of the field in the vicinity of , the Cartesian
expansion functions relating to this node are associated with
each simplicial cell taken separately. In this manner,
for each simplicial cell , two tripletsof DOFs (one for

and one for ) associated with the node are allocated.
This type of expansion is reminiscent of the use of consistently
linear edge and face expansion functions, with the provision that
no continuity is enforced anymore.

The abrupt change of the representation at common faces of
adjacent simplicial cells, of those components that are to be con-
tinuous as well, results apparently into the generation of un-
physical surface sources, which may have a detrimental effect
on the accuracy of the computed solution. Nevertheless, the do-
main-integrated relations method is based on enforcing the ac-
curacy of the integrals of and on the boundaries
of “elementary” domains. Now, since the field is singular “at”

, this node must be isolated by means of a closed surface

of vanishing maximum distance (in our computational scheme,
we take this to be the boundary of ). It can be shown
that when the continuity requirements are satisfied along,
which is the case since either is located inside interface-free
subdomains or intersects (locally) flat interfaces, imposing Am-
père’s/Gauss’ laws on the boundaries of each simplicial
cell results in imposing these laws on at least
with accuracy. (This accuracy becomes when no
interfaces are intersected by .) It can now be concluded
that the expansion strategy employed for modeling singularities
fully complies with the assumptions on which the domain-inte-
grated method was developed.

B. Numerical Formalism

The discretized field quantities are now substituted in the do-
main-integrated field relations [1]. In view of ensuring their
physical homogeneity,appropriate scaling factors are employed.
Summarizing, the present implementation of the domain-inte-
grated field relations method employs for each simplicial cell

the following (the required scaling factors
being explicitly specified for each equation):

(1)

(2)

for (3)

where is the maximum length of an edge pertaining to,
denotes an “effective” relative permeability in ( being

taken to be constant in ), in , and
are the expansion functions that expandin .

If some of the expansions of in are prescribed by means
of boundary conditions, the relevant equations of type (3) are
replaced by equations of the type

for (4)

where are the expansion functions that expand
in . For solving the thus resulting overdetermined system of
linear algebraic equations, the system’s matrix needs to be mul-
tiplied by its transpose. The relevant product is evaluated effi-
ciently by keeping track of the band structure of the matrix and
carrying out all operations at element level. In this manner, the
construction of the final form of the system’s matrix amounts to
summing the relevant element contributions.

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE

For validating our theoretical ideas, a two-dimensional (2-D)
version of the method was implemented in a C++ package called
Des_Cartes. In the present contribution, the accuracy and the
robustness of this implementation is demonstrated by solving a
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Fig. 1. Configuration concerning the test-slot problemJ = 1A � m .
Impressed boundary conditionsnnn �HHH = 0 alongx = 2 andx = 4 and
nnn �BBB = 0 otherwise. Dimensions are in meters.

TABLE I
LINE INTEGRALS FOR THETEST-SLOT PROBLEM

field problem concerning a realistic configuration in the realm
of electrical machines, depicted in Fig. 1 (a problem that is here-
after referred to as the test-slot problem). The domain of com-
putation was discretized by means of an increasingly fineuni-
form mesh(see Table I) consisting of quadrilateral cells, each
of which being subdivided into four triangles, delimited by the
cells’ diagonals. The resulting system of linear, algebraic equa-
tions was solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient iter-
ative solver. Since the conditioning of the system of equations
provided by our method is very good, employing an elemen-
tary (diagonal scaling) preconditioner turns out to be sufficient
for solving it. The accuracy in modeling the field equations is
demonstrated by computing the line integral of along the
curves and , indicated in Fig. 1. The results of this anal-
ysis are summarized in Table I. Note that the accuracy of the
computed results is maintained even for very large numbers of
DOFs. The ability of our method to cope with the singularities
of the field at the corners of the highly permeable slot (located
at and , respectively) is demonstrated
by Fig. 2. In these plots, the singular behavior of the field near
the edges of the slot is clearly visible.

IV. COMPARISONWITH THE PREVIOUS VERSION OF THE

METHOD

A 2-D version of the domain-integrated field relation method,
as described in [1] (employing consistently linear edge and face
expansion functions), was implemented in a C++ package called
domain_integrated. It should be mentioned that the domain_in-
tegrated package employs the new scaling procedure indicated
in Section II. This choice resulted in a noticeable improvement

Fig. 2. Distribution of the magnetic field strength for the test-slot problem.
Mesh consists of 64� 128 rectangular cells.

of the method’s computational stability when compared to the
implementation reported in [1].

For illustrating the further increase of the computational sta-
bility resulting from the use of the expansion technique based
on the Cartesian expansion, a comparison between computa-
tional results obtained by means of the domain_integrated and
Des_Cartes packages is provided. It must be mentioned that
both packages employ for the geometrical discretization a uni-
form division of the domain of computation into rectangular
cells, followed by a division of each cell into four triangles, de-
limited by the cells’ diagonals. It then follows that when the ini-
tial cells are quadrilateral, the representation basis for the edge
and face expansion functions are orthogonal. Consequently, the
accuracy of the representation of vector quantities by means
of these basis is comparable with that provided by the back-
ground—Cartesian base. However, when the initial cells are
elongated, the use of edge and face expansion functions suf-
fers from the well-known deterioration of the accuracy of the
representation of vector quantities in very flat basis, while the
formulation using Cartesian expansion functions is less sensi-
tive to the aspect ratio of the mesh. This effect will be clearly
reflected by our computational results.

The first example concerns the solution of the test-slot
problem, as defined in Section II. The meshes employed by
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Fig. 3. Convergence of the iterative process for the test-slot problem (solver:
CG with diagonal scaling preconditioner).

the domain_integrated and Des_Cartes packages, respectively,
were chosen such that the corresponding numbers of DOFs
were approximately the same. The system of linear equations
was solved using a conjugate gradient method in conjunction
with a diagonal scaling preconditioner. The required accuracy
of the solution of the system was 10. Denoting as the
condition number, as the system’s matrix before precon-
ditioning, and as the preconditioned matrix, the basic
computational data referring to this problem were as follows.

1) domain_integrated package:

a) mesh density: 16 32 quadrilateral cells;
b) number of DOFs: 12 480;
c) ;
d) .

2) Des_Cartes package:

a) mesh density: 28 56 quadrilateral cells;
b) number of DOFs: 12 876;
c) ;
d) .

Additionally, the convergence of the iterative process in the
case of the two packages is depicted in Fig. 3. Based on these
facts, it can be concluded that Des_Cartes provides a clearly
superior performance: for the same mesh density (hence, for a
comparable accuracy of the expansion), it requires significantly
less DOFs, while the iterative process for comparable numbers
of DOFs is considerably faster. Note that the choice for the diag-
onal scaling preconditioner is dictated by the memory require-
ments that, for large-scale problems, become of paramount im-
portance.

Second, for analyzing the effect of the deterioration of the as-
pect ratio of the mesh on the effectiveness of the method, the
solution of a variant of the test-slot problem (hereafter referred
to as the flattened test-slot problem) is presented. In this case,
the width of the slot (see Fig. 1) was reduced by a factor of
five, while the vertical dimensions were kept the same. The em-
ployed meshes were similar to the ones employed in the case
of the test-slot problem, the only difference being that, in this
case, the rectangular cells had a height/width ratio of five. The

Fig. 4. Convergence of the iterative process for the flattened test-slot problem
(solver: CG with diagonal scaling preconditioner).

iterative solver’s parameters were the same as those employed
for the test-slot problem. The condition numbers referring to the
flattened test-slot problem were as follows.

1) domain_integrated package:

a) ;
b) .

2) Des_Cartes package:

a) ;
b) .

Additionally, the convergence of the iterative process in the
case of the two packages is depicted in Fig. 4. Apart from con-
firming the conclusions drawn for a quadrilateral mesh, these
data indicate that domain_integrated is more sensitive to the as-
pect ratio of the mesh, since the total number of iterations in-
creased by a factor of 2.4 with respect to the quadrilateral
mesh, while for Des_Cartes, this factor was1.9, only.

V. CONCLUSION

A new efficient implementation of the domain-integrated
field relations approach to computing static and stationary
magnetic fields was presented. The computational model is
both accurate and robust. It models accurately the behavior
of the field at interfaces between highly contrasting media
and in the vicinity of points where the field is singular. The
conditioning of the system of linear algebraic equations that
follows from its application is very good. The computational
model lends itself to the solution of large-scale field problems.
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